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Introduction: Relationship-based Rights Management
Many organizations currently control access to materials on their Intranet through the use of a "security firewall." This widely used mechanism for protecting an organization's assets is based on an underlying metaphor that can be described as that of a "wall around a castle" with access limited to controlled entry points in order to secure the inside. Firewall technology currently provides a vital component in the ecology of mechanisms (given the lack of security mechanisms in many standard network applications, protocols, and routers), but it is not a satisfactory solution to many security problems.
The castle metaphor of firewalls may lead to situations in which the company's CEO keeps trying to get through the firewall to check his e-mail while waiting for a flight connection at an airport (outside the firewall), while at the same time inside the firewall, there is minimal control over the activities of the student interns working in their cubicles, or even the cleanup persons late at night emptying the trash cans in the offices. The actual security needs are relationship-based, but the related technologies fundamentally realize only a lower-complexity model (e.g. the property-based castle metaphor)--thus creating a mismatch that results in lower levels of usability and genuine security.
As part of the Stanford Digital Libraries Project, we have been examining new technical architectures and user-conceptual models to support relationship-based security. Relation-
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Network-Centric Design for Relationship-based Security ship-based security is by no means limited to the problems that motivate the use of firewalls. Much of what falls into the domain of contracting is subject to relationship-based interactions. If a subdivision of a company wants to establish a new relationship with an external supplier as part of which it would share a significant amount of information (indeed possibly even more than the same subdivision shares on a need-to-know basis with any other group in its own organization), then we have a relationship issue that cuts across organizational boundaries.
We need to support the kind of "trusted shareability" that has been described as being the most significant impediment currently limiting the adoption of otherwise preferred organizational forms [1] . Similar issues come up in privacy-related areas, such as making health records available in a controlled way as part of various health care provider relationships. Flexible records management requires managing dynamic but structured relationships: that is, relationships that are not static (say, to predefined organizational boundaries), but that also have more structure and context than have been considered in current models for simple exchange transactions that are the predominant focus of electronic commerce technologies.
In this paper, we survey some of the basics of a new relationship-based rights management design that we have designed to deal with security and access control in heterogeneous, networked environments. Specifically, we describe the following two system components of this design:
• FIRM, a network-centric architecture that provides the basis for a user-conceptual model of networked access control that is uniformly based on relationship management (digital contracting).
• RManage, a Web-based relationship management prototype that provides a directmanipulation interface to the objects that FIRM makes available.
In particular, we will see how FIRM defines an interoperable rights management service layer on top of existing Internet protocols, how it makes control programmable, and how it is used in RManage to provide security and access control with a uniform user-conceptual model as part of the Stanford Digital Libraries testbed.
FIRM: A Network-Centric Rights Management Architecture
In this section, we describe the general architecture, the design for interoperability, and the major components of FIRM, the Stanford Framework for Interoperable Rights Management.
From Client-and Server-Based to Network-Centric Control
Architecturally, FIRM is based on a "network-centric" design in which control information is encapsulated in first-class relationship objects ("commpacts") that can live in principle anywhere on the network and that stand in a m:n-relation with the objects and services that they control. In other words, rather than attaching control information to controlled information, we have first-class control objects that designate the objects that they control. In this way, we keep independent two dimensions that are orthogonal: the question of which controls apply and the question of which objects they are applied to. Note that, among other things, this gives us the flexibility of being able to independently deliver and modify objects of each of the types (e.g. providing a pay-per-view contract in addition to a subscription contract for one and the same online article; making available a new article under a previous subscription contract, etc.). Cryptographic means are used to determine which control objects are eligible to control which other objects, and, vice versa, which objects accept to be controlled by which control objects.
Note how this generalizes the two textbook models of organizing control information, that is, the client-centered, possession-based capabilities model and the server-centered model. While commpacts can be co-located with the information they control (at a server), they do not have to be so; for instance, they might as well just reside with a third party (e.g. a rights clearing house) or copies might be distributed to each of the contract parties.
In particular, note that relationship-based control is not the same as what is known as "capabilities"-based control: Capabilities are opaque tokens that reference a relationship context that itself might still be defined elsewhere (that is, while the client might possess the token, the interpretation context within which this token is meaningful is usually on the server). Relationship-based control on the other hand shifts the perspective from the participants to their relationships and provides a first-class reification for the boundary conditions of such relationships (together with the generic set of operations applicable to them, from contract law, etc.). It provides a symmetric and neutral encapsulation that is then interpretationally independent of any specific party. In other words, the difference is like that between a 'ticket' and a 'contract'. Tickets (tokens) are not full-fledged contracts themselves: they are serve as a pointer to the real contract, where this contract itself might not be explicitly represented.
FIRM was designed as a basis for what a mature information infrastructure might look like in the long run, and it therefore uses a relationship-based design that is sufficiently general to accommodate a wide range of interaction styles; it makes available an explicit computational reification of relationships (contracts) and provides affordances for referencing these relationship objects and for manipulating them (negotiating, terminating, etc.).
The FIRM Framework for Interoperable Rights Management
FIRM's goal is to provide an interoperable rights management service layer on top of existing protocols and to make available a uniform model of networked access control. Clearly, the need for interoperability especially arises in a networked environment with heterogeneous, autonomous components. FIRM is based on the assumption that the rights language landscape will continue to be heterogeneous, that is, that there is not going to be one single rights language that covers all usages and domains universally. [This assumption is grounded in the fact that we have rights languages in legacy systems (e.g. the file access rights in Unix, Windows NT, etc.; the payment obligation processing in Dialog, Uncover, etc.), rights languages from different vendors (InfoSafe, Xerox, InterTrust, ...), rights languages for different devices and domains (printers, PCs, etc.) and for different media (hard disks, DVDs, etc.).]
The idea for attaining interoperability in FIRM is to carefully separate concerns: to limit its specification to a computational reification of only the generic principles and concepts from contract law--and to factor out any domain-specific conceptualizations into attribute models outside of the type system of the specification. In other words, rather than having a singlelevel rights management standard, we have an extensible framework (much like the MIME framework):
• a generic (domain-independent) specification that defines a common rights language object model (a "rights bus") by providing a digital reification of generic contract law principles; and
• a standard format for defining media-specific or domain-specific rights. This format (based on Contract and Promises Attribute Models) allows specific rights modules to be used as a "plug in" to the basic rights management system (the "rights bus").
For example, FIRM's rights bus will take up the fact that a contract is between two or more parties and that it is about a set of promises that become effective once the contract has been accepted and all the prerequisite conditions have been fulfilled (contract law). The attribute models, on the other hand, will take up domain-specific conceptualization such as the fact that a certain payment obligation is on a per-use basis, that there is a print right that counts the number of copies made (rather than the amount of color used), etc.
Specifically, the attribute models "publish" according to which attributes the corresponding objects organize their state--in a way that is useful for other programs (such as "agents"). Note that FIRM only specifies a format for the attribute models; it does not itself specify any concrete attribute models. (In other words, FIRM is not a rights language itself.) FIRM is one of the protocols making up the Stanford Infobus, an architecture designed to provide a bottom-up way of extending the Internet infrastructure to higher level information management protocols. The basic FIRM specification is available in CORBA's Interface Definition Language [5] . The attribute models are based on the Stanford metadata architecture. [7] 
FIRM's Object Reifications
FIRM's object model is uniformly based on contracting. In addition to contracts, FIRM provides computational reifications for a number of other objects, including (roles of) persons, (standard) contract forms, promises, constraints, as well as a decentralized federation of "institutions" that manage the various reified objects.
For purposes of usability and resource sharing, it is assumed that end-users would generally not want to define the details of contracts themselves. The idea is that there are a number of "forms designers" that draft (standard) digital contract templates (like a "standard rental agreement"). Forms are then made available by "forms providers." Anyone can then simply "take" one of such forms that seem appropriate, fill in appropriate parameters, and then create an offer from it. Such offers are then the basis for negotiating a valid contract with others. At any time, contract objects are managed by a "relationship manager," a process that can reside at any of a number of sites including the information server itself (conventional access control), the client (e.g. for usage control or for mobile access), or a third party (e.g. a rights clearing house such as the copyright clearance center).
FIRM also provides a first-class representation for (roles of) persons in the form of an "e-person" object that is essentially a more structured generalization of what we know as a Unix/ AOL/etc. "account," that is, we have a person representation whose interface is not limited to "adding messages" (sending e-mail to the account), but also includes methods in support of contract negotiation, default approvals, information pull, etc. E-persons hold various contractual relationships ("commpacts") with other e-persons (e.g. the owners of content objects).
Each e-person is managed by a "home provider" (a generalization of "online service"), and can be associated with a securely authenticated identity for all kinds of transactions. The eperson provides a structured way of being able to talk back to the actor, engage in the automatic settlement of authentication, rights negotiation, etc. Only in those cases not covered by default preferences does this kind of activity require the user's attention. In this way, the e-person helps in reducing the transactions costs that are inherent in any contracting approach.
RManage: A Direct-Manipulation Interface for Relationship Management with Application to Security and Access Control
RManage is a sample implementation of FIRM used to provide security and access control with a uniform user-conceptual model as part of the Stanford Digital Libraries Project. At the front-end, RManage uses the DLITE interface tool kit [8] to provide a direct-manipulation interface to the objects that FIRM makes available (including contracts, rights, obligations, etc.). It runs in a viewer side-by-side to a Web browser such as Netscape, providing augmented direct-manipulation affordances for the task of relationship management (and, as the ancillary of this, security and access control). Implementations of this interface viewer have been developed in Python and in Java.
At the back-end, RManage enables services to make available information governed by (FIRM-compatible) digital contracts. The sample contracts currently used include various forms of subscriptions, site licenses, and pay-per-view contracts, each with a flexible range of search rights, approval rights, notification obligations, and payment obligations. In particular, RManage is able to provide fulfillment processing for a whole range of payment obligations by leveraging the UPAI payment application interface [6] that provides an easy-to-use abstraction layer to integrate native payment protocols from a variety of providers such as First Virtual, DigiCash, VISA, etc.
Services that are currently using digital contracts as part of our experimental Stanford Infobus testbed include Knight-Ridder's Dialog databases, the Xerox PARC document summarizer (running behind the company's firewall), and others.
Conclusion
We have surveyed the relationship-based security architecture of the Stanford Digital Libraries Project that provides a structured set of protocols enabling publishers to offer services to Web users that are based on digital contracts.
